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Target Audience
THE BRIEF

Who are we talking to?

A

< 
Actualisers

Successful Individual/ Great deal 
of money/ Image is seen as a 
reflector of taste and character, 
not of power or status/ Interested 
in social issues/ Amenable to 
change

< 
Introducing Phoebe, My 
Persona

Phoebe is a confident 40-year 
old women from a wealthy, yet 
down to earth family. Recently 
retired as success full mar-
keting officer to become an 
entrepreneur of a small cafe in 
Chelsea. She is young at heart, 
love to learn and try new 
things. She takes reading as lei-
sure. She knows what she likes 
and dislikes, and will always give 
persons she loves with what 
she loves as well. Phoebe has a 
very good taste. 



Leisure & 
Entertainment

Who is in the business and their design aimed at actualisers

THE BRIEF
A

< 
All For Pleasure

Concierge service, sport club, 
5-star hotel,  a-listed night-
club, luxurious department 
store, museums, champagne, 
afternoon tea party, basically 
anything that can give our actu-
alisers pleasure counts.

< 
Analysis

2 most common styles of 
graphic design; luxurious classic 
- serif or handwriting typeface 
with softer color, and sophis-
ticated modern - pairing sans 
serif with monotone/dual tone 
vivid colors. Black and gold are 
the most common colours



DAUNT BOOKS

THE CLIENT

The chosen client

B

>
Cosy, indepent, 
Sophisticated bookstore 

Situated in Marylebone, Lon-
don, Daunt Books, original 
Edwardian bookshop, with 
long oak galleries and graceful 
skylights, are known to book-
lovers for travel books and 
cosy, classic atmosphere. They 
made it to Timeout’s London 
must-go places. They also have 
other shops in Chelsea, Hol-
land Park, Cheapside, Hamp-
stead and Belsize Park.

< 
Store Design Signature

Curve door/ window and green 
lamps are there at every Daunt 
Books shop around London, 
making them a store signature.



DAUNT BOOKS

THE CLIENT

 Its design elements

B

< 
Colour Swatches

Upper blocks are colours 
found in Daunt Books’ physi-
cal stores and their physical 
materials, while the lower ones 
are for online store. For the 
turquoise green color, I as-
sumed it is the primary colour 
of their brand but I found it 
comes in many various shades, 
very inconsistent.

>
Free
bookmark

Free for every 
purchase at 
Chelsea shop

<
Design Mood & Tone

Classic, sophisticated yet friend-
ly in a way, as seen in the logo, 
which is the sketch of Maryle-
bone store entrance and the 
language used in the website is 
friendly as well

<
Typeface

All typefaces used are serif.  
The logo is in regular Basker-
ville.



Competitors

THE CLIENT

 See what the rivals say.

B

<
Cards

Gift cards come in 4 designs, 2 for kids and 2 for 
adults. Vivid colours and cute graphic are used in 
kids design, while classic black & white photos are 
used for adult.  For “Foyalty card,”Foyle decided 
to go for copywriting with simple, minimal design.

< 
Colour Swatches & 
Typeface

The bookstore market reminds 
me a lot of commercial bank 
sector in Thailand, they don’t 
use colour in the same color 
scheme but instead each busi-
ness “occupy” its own color. For 
Foyles, brand’s colour is red and 
black. The logo itself is white 
sans-serif  on black, modern yet 
classy. Typeface used in commu-
nication are all sans-serif as well.

>
Colour used & 
Typeface

Rebranded to this modern, 
minimalism black sans-serif 
logo with a lot of curve. Type-
faces used in communication 
are, again, sans-serif. Black is 
the main colour, either black on 
white, or vice versa. Turquoise 
green for loyalty card.

>
W 
for Waterstone’s

Interesting graphic element, 
Waterstone’s uses  picture of 
anything in any catergory to 
construct the  letter W to 
represent variety of book 
categories they have.



THE CLIENT
B

Competitors
 See what the rivals say.

<
iBooks & Its Graphic 
Design Element

iBooks imitates the theme 
of traditional book by us-
ing wooden brown color to 
give consumers’ the feeling of 
wooden bookshelves in tradi-
tional bookshop/ library. The 
logo of iBooks itself is in sans-
serif, but for the book content it 
is in serif for the touch of classic 
novel

<
Why e-Book Counts

As everyday’s invention of electronic devices keeps on changing our way of living life forever,  e-
books as well do change people’s reading behaviour. This also can be seen from the survey I found 
that around 20% of actualisers switched to read on e-books. That’s why I decided e-books count 
as Daunt Book’s competitors. Coincidentally, both brand’s graphic design elements are mimicking 
traditional book.

<
Kindle

With the size similar to pocket 
books, kindle decided to push 
it a bit further, closer to classic 
books with its packaging design, 
The typeface, however, I find 
it inconsistent, from Lubalin in 
TV Commercial to Sans-serif in 
printed materials.



Behaviour Research
 The behaviour of actualisers on books

THE MESSAGE
C

<
Survey

Based on from the survey I de-
cided to conduct to prove that 
my assumption is right, here 
are the info I found from ask-
ing 20 actualisers to complete 
my survey.

I discovered that a lot of actu-
alisers read a lot and purchase 
books as gifts much more than 
I expected. I also found that 
some of them swtiched to 
buy something online or on e-
book, this indicates that Daunt 
Books needs to do something 
in order to gain/ retain their 
customers. 

As lots of actualisers buy 
books as gifts, I reckon doing 
something involved with pack-
aging or giftwrapping might 
be a good approch to achieve 
the customer gaining/ retaining 
goal..

Number of avarage free 
time actualisers have 

per day, per week

Read at least once a week Purchase books online

*When asked further for the 
reason, they said it’s convenient

Claimed packaging has 
influence on where to 

purchase books for gifts

Consider books as gifts

*75% of this group of people 
buy books as Christmas pre-
sent, while 95% buy as a birth-
day gift. Other occasions they 
considered giving books are an-
niversaries, baby shower,  new 
year.

3.38hr 70% 60% 90% 65%



The Message: 
Christmas Packaging 

Why say it & how?

THE MESSAGE

<
Why Christmas?

For actualisers, giving gift at 
Christmas is very important. It 
has to be carefully selected to 
be perfect for the receipient 
from what to give and how to 
give it. This is why the packag-
ing is important.

<
Why Packaging?

According to my survey trip 
at Daunt Books, I find there 
store does not have any special 
decorations for Christmas as 
much as they should. When 
bought something and asked 
for gift wrapping, the lady at 
the shop simply wrapped it 
with ordinary random paper. 
I’ve been told by the lady there 
are no store’s signature paper.

<
Why Daunt Books 
needs this?

Based on survey I conducted, 
majority of actualisers said that 
packaging do influence them 
on where to purchase books, 
hence the more special the 
packaging are, the more pos-
sible they can draw sales.

<
What Daunt Book will 
get from this?

More traffic during holiday sea-
sons which will affect the sales.

C



Possible Formats
How to possibly deliver the message

THE FORMAT
D



Thinking Process
Some format research using the magic tools

THE FORMAT
D



<
My Final Concept Ideas

Here are the final ones I came 
up with. I find this Thinking 
Process very useful. Even I 
planned not to use these ideas 
but it did really allow me to 
push my concepts a lot further, 
and eventually I came up with 
the ones I’m all happy with.

Thinking Process
Think out of the box using the magic tools

THE FORMAT
D



Christmas 
Communication

of brands targeting Actualisers

<
Christmas Mood & Tone

All festive, decorated with 
Christmas cliché elements, 
however they tried to come 
up with something new. Most 
works are well-crafted with 
sense of luxury.

THE FORMAT
D



Christmas Cliché
 Christmas elements we encounter

THE FORMAT
D

< 
For Better Outcome

As I’m not familiar with Christ-
mas culture, I reckon it’s a bet-
ter idea to do some research 
on the topic. So I typed “Christ-
mas” in search engines, these 
are what I found, as well as 
some Christmas music and 
novels



Proposing Idea 01
 This is not an ordinary gift-wrapping paper

FINAL OUTCOME
E

<
Ordinary wrapping 
paper?!

People usually receive gifts 
wrapped in low-quality paper 
with super colorful graphic 
designs on it plus a shiny old-
fashion ribbon. I decided to 
bring to life some outcomes 
I got from thingking process 
research to fix this problem . 
This one is a reverse.

<
Wrap using non-papers
On my list there were leather, 
stone box, skin, savoury crepe 
and etc., but I decided to go 
for fabric as it is the easiest 
thing can be found and do 
something with it. It will be 
cost-friendly to client as well 
comparing with other types of 
materials.



FINAL OUTCOME

<
Why?

An idea of greener/ cooler 
world is quite popular among 
the people as well as for 
Daunt Books. as they’ve been 
promoting using less plastic 
bags at stores. The wrapping 
cloth will also remind the 
receipient of the brand every-
time they use it. 

<
How?

By printing on a piece of cloth, 
in the size of small luxury scarf 
and when someone asks for 
gift wrapping in the store, any-
one can just wrap and tie an 
easy knot over the book. The 
wrapping fabric can also be 
used in other occasions such 
as as a tea towel, handkerchief 
or even another wrapping 
occasion. 

Proposing Idea 01
 This is not an ordinary gift-wrapping paper

E



FINAL OUTCOME

>
Why?

This idea is based from a sen-
tence I came up in thinking 
tools that is “to create a wrap-
ping paper for a greener world.”   

>
Not just Christmas?

So in order to help Daunt 
Books print less paper, I tried 
to think of a way that Daunt 
Books can use one design of 
wrapping paper for the whole 
year while still able to refresh 
customer’s mood during 
Christmas. This is what I came 
up with. One simple “D” wrap-
ping paper for all year long, and 
a little bit of “Seasonal Orna-
ments” sprinkles with a tracing 
paper on top of it for holidays 
season.

Proposing Idea 02
 Not “just” Christmas packaging

E



 A book to wrap a book

FINAL OUTCOME

Proposing Idea 03
>

A book to wrap a book? 

Thanks to the reverse process 
again for the stem of this idea. 
It was originally “A book to 
wrap a paper” and then it kind 
of sparked the idea of why not 
making a wrapping paper as a 
form of book

>
Which book?

So I did some research on 
Christmas novels, found a list 
of interesting books to read. 
Although I finally picked “The 
Little Match Girl” as per solely 
my own pleasure, this idea is 
still can be extended to many 
more patterns of Christmas re-
lated books and songs. 

<
Little Story About the Little Match Girl

    On a cold New Year’s Eve, a poor girl tries to sell matches in 
the street. She is freezing badly, but she is afraid to go home be-
cause her father will beat her for not selling any matches. She takes 
shelter in a nook and lights the matches to warm herself. In their 
glow, she sees several lovely visions including a Christmas tree and 
a holiday feast. The girl looks skyward, sees a shooting star, and re-
members her deceased grandmother saying that such a falling star 
means someone died and is going into Heaven. As she lights her 
next match, she sees a vision of her grandmother, the only person 
to have treated her with love and kindness. She strikes one match 
after another to keep the vision of her grandmother nearby for as 
long as she can. The child dies and her grandmother carries her 
soul to Heaven. The next morning, passers-by find the dead child 
in the nook.

E



FINAL OUTCOME

<
The Little Match Girl 
Wrapping Paper

This is the final outcome of 
my a book wrap a book idea 
based on the novel consists of 
elements taken from the story 
and from Christmas.

 A book to wrap a book
Proposing Idea 03

E



FINAL OUTCOME

<
Elements used

All 3 outcomes are made of 
Daunt Books colours (Green) 
with Daunt Books font (hand-
drawn Baskerville), on top with 
gold Christmas elements for 
holiday feeling.

All outcomes and its elements
Summary

E


